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United States 2015 Drought Conditions
According to the U.S. Geological Service, California, Nevada, and a
large portion of the Western U.S. are facing moderate to severe

hydrological drought. Other parts of the south and southeast, as
well as portions of the Mid-Atlantic, are experiencing below normal
to severe drought conditions. The geographical variations in drought
conditions are illustrated in the Water Stream Flow Availability and
Drought Condition maps available on the following

page

(data as of mid-September 2015).
Water consumption, within the commercial real estate industry,
represents a significant portion of total water use on a direct basis -

BuildingsOne web-site

domestic water consumption, landscape irrigation and HVAC
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operations, and indirect basis - electricity consumption provided by

The Pentagon

thermoelectric power plants that consume significant water for
steam generation and heat rejection.
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Data provided by US Geological Survey http:/nhd.usgs.gov

The three largest water withdrawal categories:
Thermoelectric power (electricity generation
power plants), Irrigation (agricultural) & Public
supply (primarily commercial real estate &
residential consumption) comprise 90 percent
of the total national water consumption.
Irrigation withdrawals are predominately in
western

sections

of

the

country

and

thermoelectric power related withdrawals
concentrated in the Midwest & East coast.
Commercial real estate water consumption includes direct water consumption generally consisting of water use in
building HVAC systems (cooling towers), restrooms, landscape irrigation systems and food service operations. This
water consumption represents a large portion of the total public supply portion illustrated (in purple) in the chart
above. Commercial real estate-related, or, indirect water consumption comprises the significant water required in
the operation of thermoelectric power plants that, in turn, provide electricity to hundreds of thousands of
commercial buildings, via the national electrical power grid. Total thermoelectric power plant water consumption
is illustrated (in gold) in the water withdrawal chart above. So if one ’connects the dots’, turning off your office light
switch not only conserves electricity but also conserves water!

The chart below illustrates (post year 2000) reductions in water consumption, particularly in the thermoelectric
power, irrigation & public supply categories (compare years 2005 to 2010). In the thermoelectric power category, a
decrease in coal based power plants, and shift to natural gas and modern power plants that utilize more waterefficient cooling technology, have resulted in considerable decreases in water consumption.
In the public supply category, the
increase in availability of water
efficient appliances & fixtures,
through Energy Star and the EPA’s
Water Sense programs, better
choices in exterior landscape
design applications and irrigation
practices, and improved public
awareness | water use behavior
patterns have resulted in a
marked decrease in overall water
consumption despite an increase in
general population.
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Flexible Work Space - Recent Growth & Trends in the Commercial Real Estate Market
Space On Demand | Liquid Space | Small Space
Virtual Office | Co-Working | Short Term Space
No Term Space | Shared Space
Regardless of the type of service accommodation,
flexible work space is clearly a growing industry
within the commercial real estate sector. And with
approximately 2% of total available office space
represented by co-working and serviced offices,
there is plenty of room for growth.
Over the last several years, Regus plc (www.regus.com), the industry leader in the flexible workplace market, has
experienced significant growth around the globe. In accordance with Regus’ 2014 Annual Report, their offices
network increased (in 2014) by 452 locations, located in 166 new cities & towns. Entering 2015, their global network
exceeded 2,200 locations serving over two million customers. Regus’ model of providing convenient, high-quality
places to work, for any period of time, has paired well with companies, both large and small, in accommodating their
employee work force on a flexible - scalable basis. In accordance with Regus’ 2014 Annual Report, annual company

revenue increased 15.8%, to £1.67Billion, with a 27% increase in operating profit. Their
network of offices expanded by 24% ending the year with 2,269 total locations. “We put
companies in control of how and where they work, helping them to be more focused and
productive, and making sure that they only pay for the space they need, when they need it”.
Developments in information technology and the demand for competitive cost structure, within the office services
market, continue to be the primary driving factors behind growth in the flexible work space industry. As companies
continue to consider ways to reduce their business’ operating costs, they will capitalize on benefits available in the
flexible work space environment. A spectrum of services offerings, available in the flexible work space market,

includes mailbox and address service, telephone service, meeting
rooms as needed, temporary office space and short term leases.
With continued advancements in human resource software
technology, companies can better manage and communicate with
their employee workforce, independently through a combination of
remote interaction and periodic collaboration in a central
location. Employees also benefit with reduced commuting, to and
from a central office, leading to an enhancement in work-life balance.
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